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Preface
Over the last decades, online job portals have become important features of the job market. The
Internet offers a rich source of live and real-time labour market information for almost all of occupations. It can provide insight on job-specific skills required in particular occupations in different regions, combined with information on the characteristics of the job offered – i.e. much more than is
available using conventional sources. However, consistent and comparative information on the use
of the internet and online job market by job-seekers and employers in Europe is rather scarce.
To tap the potential of online labour market information, Cedefop started to investigate the possibility to develop a system for gathering and analysing data from online job portals in the EU to complement the centre’s toolkit of skills intelligence instruments. While this is feasible, drawing meaningful conclusions from these data requires a good understanding of the features of national online
job markets. Therefore, Cedefop has mapped the landscape of the online job market in all EU
Member States. This publication presents one of the background country reports developed in the
project - ‘Real–time labour market information on skills requirements: Setting up the EU system for
online vacancy analysis’ (AO/DSL/VKVET-GRUSSO/Real–time LMI 2/009/16). Its findings will inform the cross country comparison published in the upcoming synthesis report.
The work was undertaken by a consortium of external contractors: CRISP (Milano/IT), Tabulaex
(Milano/IT) and IWAK (Frankfurt/DE) and their network of country experts (see annex 1 for detailed
list) and closely supervised by Cedefop. It presents authors’ analysis of the landscape of the online
job portal market in the country using a methodology developed for the purpose of the project.
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Introduction

With the project “Real-time Labour Market Information on Skill Requirements: Setting up the EU
System for Online Vacancy Analysis”, Cedefop explores online job-vacancies (OJVs) as a new
source of real-time Labour Market Information. By crawling the most important online job-portals of
the 28 EU Member States, Cedefop will further its understanding of the changing skills demand in
different sectors and occupations. A systematic overview of the online job-portal landscape in each
of the 28 EU Member States will identify the most relevant online job-portals and provide context
for the data scraped from them. With the Landscaping Activity, Cedefop seeks to acquire insights
into the structure of online job-portal markets and the extent to which online job-portals are used in
recruitment and job-search. Furthermore, it aims to better understand which factors cause variation
in the formats and content of OJVs in different countries.
This Country Report was compiled between April and October 2017 and constitutes a first overview of the online job-portal landscape in Malta. It is based on desk research of available data
sources in Malta (e.g. public data, academic research and publications of interest groups) and expert opinions. Chapter 1 describes the methodology used for compiling the report in terms of the
relevant search paths and data sources. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the main drivers for the
use of online job-portals in recruitment and job-search, while Chapter 3 concentrates on the characteristics of the online job-portal market and lists the most important players. Moreover, it seeks to
understand to what extent OJVs published on the online job-portals provide adequate information
on the developments in the Maltese labour market in terms of the number of vacancies and representation of sectors/occupations. Furthermore, it elaborates on the legal and regulatory framework
guiding the activities of the job-portal owners and employers, highlights the differences between
the public versus private online job-portals and delineates their relationships with one another.
Chapter 4 covers the use of online job-portals in recruitment and job-search. It focuses on the differences in the behaviour of employers and job-seekers across sectors, occupations, qualification
levels and regions. Chapter 5 presents the most important online job-portals in Malta for webcrawling and describes a step by step process of the OJV drafting and posting on select private
and public online job portals. Chapter 6 concludes the Country Report by describing the main features of OJVs in Malta in terms of format and content. In particular, it explores to what extent OJVs
contain information pertaining to hard and soft skills required for the job, how these skills are characterised and what they reveal about the nature of the job.
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1.Methodology

1.1.

Search Paths

The phenomenon of Online Job Vacancies (OJVs) in Malta is one that manifested just over a
decade ago and has continued increasing with the propagation of Internet within Maltese society.
Notwithstanding the small size of the Maltese Islands1, recruitment agencies arose over the years
as along with their respective advertising through OJVs. The labour market in Malta is dynamic and
highly competitive. As a result, finding any relevant data concerning the relevance of OJVs or their
respective market shares would be significant.
Desk research concerning OJVs, conducted during the first three weeks of May, included Internet
keyword searches, newspaper articles, documents published by local leading research institutions
and Maltese Public Employment Services (PES) reports library. Internet searches2 using keywords
such as: “Jobs in Malta”, “Vacancies in Malta”, “Job-boards in Malta”, “Internet Vacancies”, and
“Analytical reports on job vacancies in Malta”, always directed results towards the PES job-boards,
private recruitment agencies, company job-boards or private career webpages. The only search
that produced analytical information was the term “bottleneck vacancies,” which returned a number
of reports commissioned by the EU that mapped and analysed bottleneck vacancies in all EU
Labour Markets3 (provision of country fiches). Analytical reports issued by the Central Bank of
Malta as well as the Economic Policy Directorate within the Ministry of Finance were also used to
trace references to the OJV market in Malta.

1.2.

Data Sources
1.2.1. Public Data/Academic Research

The only reference to OJVs was found in internal labour market reports4 issued by the PESs Labour Market Information Unit. There are no publications available from the National Statistics Office
(NSO), although some information relating to market shares was estimated during the expert interview held with NSO officials. Newspaper articles that referred to “online vacancies” only discussed
issues relating to the government’s digital strategy or re-routing searches towards classified vacancies advertised in said newspaper. In this regard, one could conclude that no valuable information could be located from any of the available literature. One can develop a sense of the OJV
market by using PES administrative information concerning employment registrations5 and notified
vacancies. An update of data traced through internal PES reports was included in this report (see
Figure 4 in Section 2).
1

2
3
4

5

Malta is an archipelago in the centre of the Mediterranean between Sicily and the North African coast. It has a surface area of 316 km² and a population of around 421,000.
This relates mainly to Google searches since using Google Scholar produced no results on vacant positions in Malta.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=89&langId=en&newsId=2131&moreDocuments=yes&tableName=news.
These bi-annual or annual labour market reports, compiled by Edwin Camilleri as head of the LMI unit between 19962011, made reference to estimation of vacancies and PES market shares. Such reports were only used internally by
top management for labour market policy planning and to provide advice to the Minister (of the day) responsible for
Employment.
All employers are legally bound to inform the Malta PES with changes in their respective employment levels through
the submission of engagement and termination forms.
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The legal framework governing job vacancies (including OJVs) are clearly highlighted in the following sections. Such legal requirements were all clearly cited during the interviews conducted among
PES officials, (private) recruitment agencies (PREAs), officials from the National Statistics Office
and other stakeholders.
The Country Report is further augmented with information available from Eurostat’s ICT Surveys,
LFS data and the EU Skills Panorama website as well as through information available from
Maltese sources: national employment strategy reports, digital strategies for Malta and other
economic development reports published by reputable local institutions (see References).

1.2.2. Research/Surveys of Interest Groups
No research conducted by interest groups such as business associations exists on the topic of
OJVs.

1.2.3. Expert Opinions
Due to the restricted time frame available to conduct the expert interviews, the most relevant
experts were carefully selected. At the Malta PES (Jobsplus) three interviews were conducted: the
manager in charge of receiving OJVs, the head of the ICT Unit and the Malta EURES national
coordinator. Interviews were also conducted with the National Statistics Office (NSO) officials in
charge of conducting the national Job Vacancies Survey and Data management6. During the NSO
interview, we learned that the NSO collates data based on active vacancies during a particular
reference period; until 2016 data was collected each quarter, but from 2017 onwards, data will be
collected daily. Shares of vacancies reported by employers on public versus private platforms for
2016 are 30% and 70%, respectively. However, these statistics do not reflect whether or not the
platforms in question are online.
An interview was also conducted with one of the leading recruitment agencies which administers
both the PREAs job-board and another job-board (created in conjunction with local press media)
specifically focussed on gathering OJVs. Officials from the Malta Chamber of Commerce as well as
recruitment managers from two leading companies in the iGaming7 sector and the Pharmaceutical
industry shared opinions about effective use of OJVs in the private sector. While similar practices
are expected among other employers and sectors, the statements in these interviews represented
the opinions of individual employers, and therefore one cannot generalise.
One would expect behavioural differences when advertising job vacancies via other recruitment
channels, such as newspapers, radio and social media. Recruitment behaviour also depends on
the size of the employer and their respective advertising budget allocations.

6
7

Malta does not have an ESSnet member but it has a representative from the National Statistics Office as the Eurostat
Big Data focal point.
iGaming sector is an industry focusing on the online gambling industry.
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Table 1: Overview of the different sources used in the Landscaping Activity
Type of source

Source 1:
Public
data/academic
research

Title/year

PES
Administrative
Data (19952016)

Provider

Jobsplus
[Malta PES]

Information on

Quality

Share of existing vacancies
on
online
job-portals
(PES/private)

Use
of
OJVs
per
sector/occupation/qualificatio
n level/ region

Skills
requirements
OJVs

• 41% (PES)
• 59% (Others – mix of
private OJV,
newspaper ads, social
media, etc.)

Data is available by:
Economic Sector; Segment
(public/private); Occupation;
Qualification level; and
Region for analysis purposes
and policy decisions

Skill requirements
are available.
PES introduced
competencies in
its OJV in 2016

Data contains the best available
longitudinal micro-data

Nothing traced

Nothing traced

None

in

This information is based on
employers’ notifications to PES.

Source 2:
Research/surv
eys of interest
groups

Nothing traced

Not applicable

Nothing traced

Count of active vacancies
during reference period (all
quarters in 2016).
National Statistics
Office

Share of vacancies (not
necessarily published online)

is:
Source 3:
Expert
opinions

Expert opinions
2017

• 30% (Public)
• 70% (Private)
Private online jobportal and
recruitment agency

Jobsplus

Knowledge of being ranked
high on local job boards.

• 41% (PES)

8

Data available for Job Vacancies
Survey (based on the EU
Regulation Nº 453/2008) – up to
2016 quarterly reference period;
as from 2017 reference period
will change to a reference day.

Data is available by: NACE
of organisations interviewed;
Occupation of active posts;
level of Education required
for vacant positions;
determine whether vacant
positions are new or
replacement

Not collected

Vacancies advertised by
economic sector; occupation
and region

Skills
requirements are
highlighted in
each OJV
advertised

Expert quite knowledgeable of
the OJV market on job boards
and operations undertaken by
private employment agencies

Data is available by:

Skill requirements

Expert knowledge on public

Data limitation due to no
information on mode of
advertising vacancy.
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(Vacancies Profile
Unit)

Jobsplus (ICT)

Jobsplus (EURES)

Private company
(gaming)

Private company
(pharmaceuticals)

Malta Chamber of
Commerce

Economic Sector; Segment;
Occupation; Qualification
level; and Region for
analysis purposes and policy
decisions

available for each
OJV

sector vacancies and legal
requirements

--

Introduction of
10,000
competencies linked
with 600+ job roles
for Malta. Use of a
new job-matching
engine.

Expert knowledge on back-end
supporting vacancies database
and the job matching engine

Data is available by:
Economic Sector; Segment;
Occupation; Qualification
level; and Region.

Skill requirements
available for each
OJV plus additional
benefits available for
foreign nationals
taking jobs in Malta

Expert knowledge on EURES
network and vacancy
requirements for EURES
purposes.

No knowledge on market
shares

Information on available data
on company website –
occupation titles;
qualification levels

Key factors that
cover
requirements for
the iGaming
Industry

Expert knowledge on the
iGaming skill requirements and
labour market mechanisms in
this sector

No knowledge on market
shares

Information on available data
on company website –
occupation titles;
qualification levels

Key factors that
cover
requirements for
the Pharma
Industry

Expert knowledge on the
pharmaceutical industry skill
requirements and local labour
market shortages in this sector.

No knowledge on market
shares

Generic information provided on
Chamber members and their
respective OJV requirements
which are published by Sector,
Occupation, Qualification level
and Region

Generic
requirements of
employers of
different sizes
discussed

The expert interviewee was able to
give information on a macro level
due to the diversity in size and
economic sectors of Chamber
members. He was not in a position to
provide detailed information on OJV
requirements and shares

• 59% (others)

--

• 41% (PES)
• 59% (others)

Source: Camilleri (2017).
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2.Labour Market Dynamics and Impact on the
Online Job-portal Market

Vacancies on Malta were traditionally advertised through newspapers (in particular in Sunday
papers) and through “word of mouth”. Newspapers are still used for posts requiring good
references or positions requiring high levels of trust, especially for small and medium-sized
enterprises. In November 1990, with the creation of the Employment and Training Corporation
(Malta’s former name for the Public Employment Service8) Malta experienced its first employment
brokerage service. During its first five years of operation it laid the foundation for crude electronic
employment matching based on occupation, experience and academic qualifications and was used
for both the public and private sectors. The Employment and Training Services (ETC) Act9
empowers the local PES to keep updated registers and records of employers, employees and job
seekers and to provide employment services for the latter. This legislation also states that all
vacancies that originate in the public sector (excluding public service) shall first be matched with
available persons on PES job seekers’ registers before being granted permission by the PES to
advertise on the open market. Conversely, vacant positions for public service posts (i.e. those
employed directly within government departments) are advertised in the Government Gazette, and
the recruitment process is managed directly by the People and Standards Office within the Office
of the Prime Minister.
From its inception, Part V of the ETC Act contemplated the regularisation of Employment Agencies’
activities. However, on January 201610, separate subsidiary legislation was issued to regulate the
operations and registration of (private) employment agencies.
Registration of employment is overseen by the Department of Industrial and Employment Relations
(DIER), who in turn issue licenses to operate as a recruitment agency.
Registration of private recruitment agencies11 (PREAs) increased from 13 in 1995 to around 140 as
of Q2, 2017, although to date, only 56% (78) of these agencies are still active (see Figure 1). The
majority of these PREAs are financial services and/or consultancy firms, who act as head-hunters
for top jobs or for jobs where there is a shortage. There are only few recruitment agencies which
are entirely focussed on and offer their recruitment services to all levels of jobseekers and cover all
occupations.

8

9
10
11

As from June 2016, the Malta PES changed its name to Jobsplus and is awaiting feedback from the House of
Representatives on the consultation document of proposed amendments to the Jobsplus Act
(https://jobsplus.gov.mt/resources/publication-statistics-mt-mt-en-gb/fileprovider.aspx?fileId=1731).
Employment and Training Services Act, Chapter 343, ACT XXVIII of 1990.
st
The Subsidiary Legislation 343.24, Employment Agencies Regulations, issued on 1 January 1996 amended legal
notice 127 of 1995. Subsequent amendments were affected in 1997, 2007, 2010, 2012 and 2016.
Private Recruitment Agency: Any natural or legal person, independent of the public authorities, which provides one or
more labour market services such as job brokering, counselling services or any other assistance to job searching
(ILO, 2007). This term includes temporary work agencies, which include private or not-for-profit companies that directly employ workers and hire them out to work in other enterprises under the supervision of the user (ILO 2014b).
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Source: Department of Industrial and Employment Regulations (2017).

The electronic services for job matching by PREAs and the PES are mainly offered through their
respective websites by giving employers access to view CVs deposited by job seekers. Private
employers often also offer access to their job vacancies through their corporate websites. The
number of OJVs has grown tremendously since the turn of the century due to the proliferation of
household internet access; access increased from 41% in 2005 to 82% in 201612. The increase in
internet penetration was also driven by the digitalisation strategy adopted by the Maltese
government, which has had the digitalisation of services and activities as one of its primary
strategic goals.

12

Eurostat ICT Survey of Households and Individuals (tin00134)
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Figure 2: Households’ level of Internet access (in %)
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Source: EUROSTAT ICT Survey of Households and Individuals [tin00134] (downloaded on 19 January
2017).

Figure 3: Internet use of individuals by purpose (in %)

Source:EUROSTAT ICT Survey of Households and Individuals [isoc_bde15cua; tin00102; tin00101;
tin00099; tin00032; tin00127] (downloaded on 19 January 2017).

The first ICT strategy for the Maltese Islands was launched in 2004; it included a number of
ambitious targets and established a good foundation for subsequent ICT strategies launched in
2008 and 2014. The National Strategy covering 2008-2010 had the vision for Malta to become a
Smart Island and to rank as one of the top information societies in the world. The latest National
Digital Strategy for Malta covers the period 2014-2020 and has a vision to transform the country
into one which will prosper as a digitally-enabled nation in all sectors of society. Digitalisation
efforts are underway within the PES and other job-boards. Personalised online job matching is a
12
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phenomenon that has taken off especially in the last four years (2014-2017) among PREAs and
the PES13, following upgrades and/or relaunches of job-portal websites.
In addition to digitalisation, the Maltese economy has experienced a number of other structural
changes over the past decades that have led to a higher utilisation of labour resources and to
diversification towards new service sectors14 (as well as specific niches). The influx of skilled
migrant workers (mostly from the EU) boosted the Island’s labour market resilience and assisted
the development of new industries15. It also helps avoid bottlenecks brought on by skills shortages.
There are also unskilled migrants who are filling jobs16 which are no longer attractive to Maltese
workers. These changes have increased both the flexibility and the resilience of the economy, and,
in return, made the labour market less subject to industry-specific disturbances and cyclical
fluctuations17. However, these changes also make the Maltese economy even more dependent on
the availability of a skilled workforce.
Favourable economic conditions, as well as the expanding labour market led employers to
strengthen their demand for persons of medium-to-high educational attainment. The government
also issued a number of very successful reforms and tax incentives to promote female participation
in the labour market18. The increase in demand for labour presented some difficulties for employers
in finding appropriate candidates to fill both skilled and unskilled vacancies. Consequently, both the
structural changes experienced in the labour market as well as particular skills mismatches in
emerging sectors acted as drivers to stimulate OJVs and the increased activity of recruitment
agencies.
Figure 4 shows the estimated total number of vacancies19 from 1995 to 2016 based on PES data.
Over a span of two decades, the total number of vacancies generated in the economy increased
by 45%, from approximately 42,000 jobs in 1995 to 61,000 jobs by the end of 2016. Over the past
decade, the vacancy registration rate20 by the PES nearly doubled, from 24% in 2006 to 41% in
2016. The remaining vacancy share (59%) is made up of advertisements published online through
recruitment agencies, job-boards, and/or social media; printed in newspapers; broadcast on the
radio; shared by “word of mouth” or simply not advertised. The shares of each of these additional
recruitment channels is unknown21.
13

14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

th

The revamped Jobsplus website and online job matching engine were launched on 4 July 2016. It was also
awarded the best eGovernment Initiative for 2016 by the Malta Communications Authority in April 2017
(http://ebusinessawards.mca.org.mt/current/winners).
Besides the traditional areas of tourism, education, health, retailing and banking activities, the services industry
expanded to included higher value added activities generated by the financial services sector, specialised forms of
tourism (such as language schools and dive centres), maritime activity, professional services, back-office
administration, information technology and gaming. (CBM 2016).
Skilled jobs in remote gaming sector, hotels & restaurants, professional services & administrative support accounts.
Unskilled jobs in hotels and catering sector, construction and cleaning services.
Diversification and structural changes in the Maltese economy, Central Bank of Malta, Grech, Micallef, Zerafa (2016).
Between 2008 and 2014, the female participation rate in Malta increased by 11.7 percentage points, by far the
highest registered among EU countries (Eurostat).
A crude estimation of total vacancies generated in the economy is based on the total number of engagement forms
received from employers by the PES in a particular year. This figure includes both the job creation and job
mobility/movements. The basic assumption here is that each engagement was a potential vacancy (whether
advertised or not).
The vacancies registration rate is calculated by dividing the number of notified vacancies to the PES with the
estimated total number of vacancies generated in the economy.
This information is not gathered by the National Statistics Office. Through the national Job Vacancies Survey, the
NSO collects information only on the number of open vacancies (quantifies) in Malta and does not ask about the
mode of advertising vacancies. It administers the Job Vacancies Survey based on the EU Regulation Nº 453/2008.
Until the compilation date of this report, no official statistics on job vacancies survey results were published either by
NSO or through Eurostat. Nevertheless, during the NSO’s expert interviews, a calculation of the shares between
public and private advertised vacancies for 2016 was provided. This calculation was based on the average quarterly
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Figure 4: Estimated level of Vacancy market and PES vacancies registration rate
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During the first decade of PES operation, most OJVs advertised with the PES were for lower
skilled workers - usually less than technicians and associate professional level (ISCO level 3). This
reflects the type of jobseekers that the PES was registering and for which they were providing
services (see Figure 5). Vacancies for ISCO Levels 1 and 2 were mainly advertised on PREAs jobboards or in newspapers.

vacancies of 2,500 employers during 2016 and gave a 30% share for public and 70% share for private sector. NSO
could not discriminate which vacancies were published online since the mode of the advert was not recorded.
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Figure 5: PES OJV registration rate by occupation (ISCO) (in %)
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Source: Jobsplus Administrative Data 1995-2016.

By analysing the vacancies reported to the PES by economic activity, one notices that the share of
employers operating in market services (80%) is higher than those operating within direct
production (20%). There has been a noticeable increase in the volume of vacancies notified from
the market services segment since 2009 (see Figure 6). With respect to employers operating in the
direct production segment, the areas that registered an increase in the vacancies with PES include
(a) Manufacturing and (b) Construction (see Figure 7). The economic sectors from the market
services segment that registered the highest increase in notified vacancies to PES include
employers operating in (a) Accommodation & Food Services activities (NACE Group I22), (b)
Administration & Support Service activities (NACE Group N), (c) Wholesale & Retail Trade, Repair
of Motor Vehicles & Motorcycles (NACE Group G) and (d) Public Administration & Defence;
Compulsory Social Security (see Figure 8).

22

A NACE Group is the clustering of two or more related NACE Codes into one group. This is usually done by the National Statistical Office so as to have a more readable tabulation or graph. Here, the same classification is used and the
title of the group indicates, which NACE codes it incorprates.
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Figure 6: Notified vacancies to PES by main economic segment
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Figure 7: Notified vacancies: direct production by economic sectors
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Figure 8: Notified vacancies: market services by economic sectors
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3.Context and Characteristics of the Online Jobportal Market

3.1.

Legal/Regulatory Framework

According to the expert interviews, when advertising jobs, especially on company websites,
(reputable) job-boards and at the PES, the following legislation needs to be adhered to:
• Equality for Men and Women Act (Chapter 456, 2003) which regulates, among other
things, discrimination towards any person when offering employment or in the terms
and conditions on which the employment is offered in terms of gender, sexual orientation, age, religion or belief, racial or ethnic origin or gender identity.
• National Minimum Wage National Standard Order (SL 452.71, 199223) regulates the
national minimum wage to be given to any employee who is in part-time or full-time employment, with the objective to prevent any precarious employment situations. Considering that salary is an important determinant in any job, if not the most attractive within
any vacancy, employers advertising the salary or remuneration in their vacancy need to
ensure that the minimum thresholds established by law are adhered to.
• Employers wishing to advertise their respective OJV on the EURES portal to attract
prospective candidates from other member states, usually with the assistance of the
PES EURES network coordinator’s office, have to comply with the rules of the European Network of Employment Services (EURES)24. The EURES national coordinating office within the PES ensures that all basic information25 required to be forwarded to
prospective candidates is made available in the wording of the advert prior to the actual
publishing of the vacancy.
Employers interviewed stated that in order not to discriminate based on age, they refrain from
using words such as “young” or “dynamic”. Even in situations when employers need candidates
who speak particular languages, they do not refer to any native language but rather to the “fluency
in the language”.
While PES officials refuse to publish discriminatory information on OJVs, PREAs still accept the
advert from employers but then reword or completely omit the suggested discriminatory wording.
From an administrative perspective, other legislative frameworks that impinge on the operations of
public and private portals include:
• Data Protection Act (Chapter 440, 2002) makes provisions for the protection of individuals against the violation of their privacy by processing of personal data. This is a
very important and sensitive legislation considering that both PREAs and PES contain
personal information of jobseekers and their respective CVs in their databases, which is
sometimes shared with employers provided that the jobseekers consent;
• Employment Agencies Regulations
23
24
25

This Subsidiary Legislation falls under the main legislation: Employment and Industrial Regulation Act (Chapter 452)
Regulation (EU) 2016/589 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European network of employment
services (EURES), workers’ access to mobility services and the further integration of labour markets.
Basic information includes: job description; job requirements; type of contract; training provision; any accommodation
or relocation assistance provided; salary; any other benefits; how will the interview be held; and any other relevant
information for the particular job offered.
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•

•

3.2.

Employment Agencies Regulations (SL 343.24, 1996) regulates the operations of
PREAs in terms of licensing, protection of information of clients, operational procedures
and advertisement of vacancies. It includes provisions that job seekers cannot be
charged for applying to jobs, nor can employees have wages deducted for services
rendered by employment agencies. Other regulations include that employers must provide employment agencies with adequate information about the vacancy, such as a job
description, terms and conditions of employment and special requirements of the employer. The regulations specify under what circumstances expatriates requiring a working license can be employed in order to comply with the Immigration Act. Employment
agencies must send job seekers a written acknowledgement of their application within
one month of receiving the application. Employment agencies may not request photographs for advertisements that have been posted anonymously. Job advertisements
posted that do not specify a particular vacancy must specify in the job advertisement
that they posting a generic job ad.
Jobsplus Act (Chapter 343) which regulates the operations of the Malta PES (including that of PREAs) and provides regulations on what type of registers the PES should
hold. In this particular legislation there is a quoted restriction on the advertisement of
vacancies by public sector entities (not public service) who first need to seek prospective candidates for their job offerings from those persons who are registered as unemployed with the PES (under Part 1 and Part 2 of the unemployment registers). If none
are available, then these public entities are given permission by the PES to publish their
vacancies on job-boards or in newspapers.

Characteristics of OJV Market

It is estimated that during 2016, there were on average 2,300 new jobs each month on the Maltese
Islands, with an estimated 61,000 vacant positions generated during the year). According to the
web-based job search engine Careerjet (www.careerjet.com.mt26), which has an extensive
database of job listings originating from job-boards, recruitment agency websites and large
specialist recruitment sites, at the end of May 2017, there were 5,380 jobs vacancies published in
Malta. The latter figure might include duplicate OJVs that are advertised on different job-boards.
As of May 2017, there were 78 private recruitment agencies registered and operating in Malta in
addition to the Malta PES (Jobsplus) and employers who have their own teams of recruiters. All of
these actors in the Maltese labour market have their own job-boards or websites to attract both
employers (to advertise), job seekers and job movers.
The top six job-boards dominating the online recruitment and job search market in Malta as of May
2017 are shown in Figure 9. Although the ranking is based on the number of OJVs advertised on a
particular date, the volume of vacancies on each job portal varies depending on the duration a
vacancy is kept open/active. For instance, “Maltapark” and “Keepmeposted” usually keep their
OJVs open for a maximum of 30 days compared to 15 days on Jobsplus (PES). This results in
26

Careerjet is a job search engine designed to make the process of finding a job on the internet easier for the user. It
maps the huge selection of job offerings available on the internet in one extensive database by referencing job
listings originating from job-boards, recruitment agency websites and large specialist recruitment sites. Using a fast
and straightforward interface, users can query this database and save themselves the trouble of visiting each site
individually. The job offerings themselves are not hosted by Careerjet and users are always redirected to the original
job listing. Essentially, Careerjet acts as traffic driver to those sites. Careerjet's job search engine network
encompasses over 90 countries, featuring separate interfaces that are translated into 28 languages.
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some job-boards appearing to have a higher volume than others. Due to the small size of Malta,
jobs are generally advertised nationwide and job-boards cater to all economic sectors.
Figure 9: Top job-boards advertising OJVs in Malta
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Source: Data collated from respective job-boards as on 19 May 2017 and ranking is based on number of active OJVs as on this date.

3.3.

PES Online Job-portal
3.3.1. Organisational Structure of the PES Online Job-portal

July 2016 marked the relaunch and upgrade of the PES website and new online services for
employers and job seekers. The new portal offers immediate creation of vacancies and job
matching functions. Engagement and termination forms can now be tracked by employers, and it is
now possible for all jobseekers in Malta (not just the unemployed) to self-register with the portal to
take advantage of services such as the creation of an electronic profile. The profiles include a
function that instantly matches the qualifications, available licenses, work experiences, skills and
competencies with vacancies on the PES.
Employers also experienced an upgrade in services offered to them through the new PES online
portal. Through a customisable dashboard, employers can manage their human resource
registrations, create vacancies and match instantly with available jobseekers.
This instantaneous job matching27, the first of its kind for the Maltese Islands, can be done even
without publishing the vacancy on the portal. Each matched candidate is given a percentage match
(based on a scoring system of matched criteria), together with a gap analysis28. This gap analysis
provides the employer with information on possible areas in which the candidate needs
27

28

The job matching engine make use of the ELISE matching machine, which is housed at the Flemish Belgian PES
(VDAB) and where matching is done in few seconds. The job matching engine services were custom built in conjunction with the Belgian PES (VDAB). (https://jobsplus.gov.mt/resources/webs-user-guidesite/using-the-job-matchingsystem).
Gap Analysis is a function within the PES job matching portal which provides the user with missing or unmatched
competencies or skills with a particular vacancy criteria.
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improvement through particular training or whether such mismatches are acceptable to the
employer, since perhaps stricter criteria were selected during the drafting of the vacancy.

3.3.2. Focus of the PES Online Job-portal
The main PES strategy over the past few years has been to depart from the notion of simply
assisting the unemployed in finding (low-skilled) employment, and rather to appeal more to other
job seekers and employers by offering improved services. In fact, over the past six years, the PES
witnessed a shift in the advertising share of OJVs with the shares of OJVs posted by employers of
different sizes converging. As shown in Figure 10, whereas large employers are increasing the
share of OJVs posted to the PES, micro-enterprises are posting fewer OJVs to the PES.
In 2014, Malta’s PES (Jobsplus) went through an 18 month rebranding exercise. It set as a
strategic goal to change its image to cater to a wider range of job seekers and to assist employers
in all of their recruitment requirements. The latter was achieved by embarking on an ambitious
project, which introduced job competencies to its matching process, online automatic and instant
matching, and immediate feedback to employers on available job seekers.
Figure 10: Share of OJV advertising at PES by size of enterprise (%)
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Source: Jobsplus administrative data 2010-2016.

In addition to a shift in the types of employers posting jobs to the PES, there has also been a shift
in the types of jobs posted to the PES, with an increase in jobs higher than technical level (ISCO
level 3) being advertised more than in earlier years (see Figure 5). For instance, jobs in managerial
positions (ISCO level 1) increased from an 8% share to a 15% share in the span of a decade.
These changes in postings on the PES resulted from the re-focussed approach of the PES toward
a wider range of employers as well as the increased demand for labour following a phase of
economic restructuring.
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3.3.3. Outreach of the PES Online Job-portal
In section 2.0, Figure 4 illustrates the total number of vacancies posted to the PES. In 2016, it was
estimated that 61,000 jobs were available total, indicating that in 2016, 41% of all vacancies were
registered on the PES, while the remaining 59% were published via other channels.
From the launch of the new website and online employer services in July 2016 until the end of May
2017 there were 23,000 unique active users (jobseekers and employers) registered to the PES
compared to a mere 5,910 (non-unique29) users registered with PES under its previous website,
showing a four-fold increase in registered users despite minimal marketing efforts. The number of
users is expected to continue increasing (marketing efforts began in mid-2017).

3.3.4. Posting of PES Vacancies on EURES
Interviewed PES officials claim that the majority of employers find it difficult to express what skills
and competencies prospective candidates need to have for the vacant positions offered. In this
regard, a special unit30 was setup by the PES in 2016 to focus more on employers’ needs and to
familiarise them with the new job matching engine.
PES recruitment advisers usually work with employers to fill all of the fields required in OJVs prior
to publishing their vacancy online. Employer vacancy requests (made through phone calls or online
forms) usually lack detail. PES officials discuss with the employers what they really need, in terms
of competencies, skills, job description, contract type, etc., and what they are offering to the
prospective candidate, such as salary, benefits, training, housing accommodation, etc. PES
officials refuse to publish any vacancies which use discriminatory wording or which offer job
payments on a commission basis, and thus not honouring the minimum wage. Employers are
asked to provide at least two basic competencies for their vacant position in order to allow
matching with available job seekers.
Considering that all PES OJVs are subsequently uploaded to the EURES web portal, vetting by
both the Vacancy Unit and the EURES national coordinator is completed prior to the actual
publication of a vacancy. Any vacancies provided in the Maltese language are translated into
English prior to being uploaded on the PES website and subsequently to the EURES portal. Both
PES officials and interviewed PREA expressed their concern that some employers are lazy, other
do not know who they really want to recruit and cannot properly visualise the tasks to be
performed, while others want to attract the best candidates without offering anything special to
candidates in return. Such behaviour presents a challenging task for PES and PREA recruitment
advisors who try to draft the right wording for the advert and try to find the right match for the
vacant post.
Both expert interviewees from the private sector as well as the EURES national coordinator shared
positive feedback regarding the services offered by the EURES network. Employers commented
that, besides being very co-operative in finding the right candidates to interview, they were
impressed with the efficiency of the service and the dedication of the EURES staff. Thus, the
EURES platform proves to be a reliable and relevant platform for employers to recruit labour from
other Member States.
29

The earlier PES website allowed for multiple accounts per user, something which is not allowed in the new website.

30

The Employers’ Services Unit was set up in May 2016 with the objective of focussing more on the employers’
needs promote all Jobsplus services and be their single point of contact with the PES. The Unit is composed of a unit
manager and four senior executives who on a daily basis visit different employers to offer them employment and
training schemes and to assist employers in their recruitment needs (such as helping them in getting through the
Jobsplus’ online services and job matching process).
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3.4.

Private Online Job-portals
3.4.1. Dominant Online Job-Portals and Their Business Models

The dominant online job-portals pertain to the private sector and rank high in terms of the volume
of vacancies advertised. The volume on private portals tends to be high compared to the PES
portal, since the private portals keep OJVs on the portal nearly twice as long as on the PES portal.
The three top ranked national job-boards (Maltapark, Keepmeposted and Jobs in Malta) tend to
sell advertising space on their portal for OJVs, while the other two job-boards (Konnekt and
Vacancy Centre) work with private recruitment agencies (PREAs).
Local PREA sell advertising space on job-boards, and they also offer a low-cost recruitment
solution for employers and recruitment personnel to create, preview and publish vacancies through
multiple local job-boards, social networks and companies’ career websites. In fact, part of the
recruitment solution fee includes the service of a dedicated account manager or other personalised
services, such as head-hunting for candidates and/or full selection process service. Once the ideal
candidate is selected, the remuneration (recruitment fee) for the PREA is equivalent to a
percentage of the selected candidate’s annual salary. However, PREA fees are determined
through specific agreements with employers which may differ by economic sector, occupation and
type of job.

3.4.2. Focus of the Private Online Job-portals
The main job-boards in Malta cater to employers from all economic sectors, for all occupations and
for all regions within the Islands. However, job-boards of specialised PREA cater to specific
occupations or sectors. The top two job-boards (Maltapark and Keepmeposted) tend to be popular,
because advertising fees are low or relatively low in comparison to other job-boards (including
those of PREAs), have a semi-structured format and contain few or no filters.
Job-boards pertaining to or owned by PREAs tend to be more selective, often covering economic
sectors that provide a higher return value; they have more structured formats to advertise
vacancies, the advertising and/or recruitment fee tends to be relatively higher than other jobboards, and they offer other recruitment services besides vacancy advertising. One of the private
recruitment agencies that offers specialised recruitment services is the Vacancy Centre, which
focuses specifically on HR Training and Consultancy services and covers only four economic
sectors: Financial Services; Legal & Compliance; Gaming, IT & Engineering; and Administration,
Sales & Marketing.

3.5.
Co-operation between Public and Private Online Jobportals
Not all of the 78 private employment agencies have their own website or job-board. However, the
larger PREAs, which offer a variety of recruitment services to employers, tend to be more
organised and structured and have their own job-boards.
Due to the limited human resources available on the Islands, some PREAs have ‘memoranda of
understanding’ with the PES to advertise their vacancies on the PES job-board in order to cater to
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job seekers registered with the PES. It is estimated that on average 2% of OJVs31 published on
PES job-board come from PREAs. The PES views collaborations with the PREAs as a positive
measure, since they benefit the job seeker and provide more exposure to available vacancies in
the local market.

3.5.1. Role of other Recruitment and Job-search Channels
Nowadays, most employers advertise their vacancies either on their own websites, on social media
or through the PES or PREAs. The use of adverts in newspapers (print media) has diminished and
job advertising on the radio has declined even more rapidly.
Large companies or employers operating in specialised sectors (such as iGaming) tend to have
their own recruitment teams to perform head hunting activities. For instance, candidates for jobs
experiencing shortages (such as web-developers) expect to be approached and offered good
remuneration and working conditions without looking for jobs. These recruitment teams spend a lot
of time searching for specific people and approach them to offer them an attractive package.
Through the expert interviews conducted with employers, it was noted that nowadays, OJVs have
more references to competencies but less to personality traits. More references are usually made
to company values (such as customer focus), so that candidates with the right values can relate to
them.
How the advert is designed and worded is also important. Considering that a lot of people are
using their mobile phones (not tablets or desktops) to interact with OJVs, it is important that the
advert is shown properly and can be comfortably read on a mobile device.
The experience of recruitment agencies is a bit different. A lot of effort is made to properly write the
vacancy advert,32 since employers usually provide only job titles, experience and educational
requirements. When it comes to the job description and type of competencies required for the job,
it can be difficult for the employer to visualise. Experienced PREAs usually take a couple of days to
discuss the job with HR managers. Rather than focussing on the minimum qualification
requirements and experience of the prospective job candidate, PREAs try to direct the HR
manager to think about what the prospective candidate needs to have (competencies) in order to
perform his/her tasks well, say, in the first 100 days of work.
Digital media has become the most important recruitment channel for employers and PREAs. The
traditional “word of mouth” advertising seems to have become an inefficient method and thus is no
longer used by medium-to-large employers. Similar, print media (advertising in newspapers) is,
according to the PREA expert, almost “dead”. It cannot be tracked properly and hence does not
provide a proper return on investment. The interviewed employers added that due to the nature of
the changing candidate market (especially for those jobs which are in a shortage), employers are
building their own recruitment teams to head hunt their prospective employees.

31

This is an estimation of the average share of PREA adverts from the PES OJVs over the period 20002016.

32

A proper advert should have between 100 to 700 properly written words in order to engage prospective candidates.
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3.6.

Expected Trends in the Online Job-portal Market

Both employers and PREA do not expect the OJV market to change much, although it will become
more technology driven. Currently, Google seems to be trying to streamline the chaotic OJV
market by building an artificial intelligence learning algorithm in order to try and organise this
market into a standard format. If this technology is successful, the OJV market will become more
standardised and primed to provide prompt matching facilities as well.
Social media networks, which are used by certain employers as a recruitment channel, will be
changing as well. Some employers that use LinkedIn to advertise their jobs are no longer seeing a
good return on investment, since it is expensive and it is not giving them the information that they
used to get. This was also echoed by the interviewed recruitment agency, which is also using
LinkedIn less, claiming that considering the premium they were paying, they were receiving less
and less information about job seekers. It is the opinion of certain PREAs that LinkedIn does not
really engage jobseekers and has become a closed platform.
Conversely, Facebook, which is also venturing into recruitment, is becoming a big threat to the jobboards. Facebook’s advertising already offers employers the ability to drill down and target certain
market segments, giving them a better return on investment. Job seekers who start posting their
requirements on Facebook will be engaged by these targeted adverts. Facebook may also
eventually begin doing matching activities as well. The way people are interacting online is
changing a lot, and therefore Facebook is expected to have more programmed marketing in the
longer term. For instance, when people search for something, the search option is recorded, so the
next time they log on, they are prompted with previously searched brands or jobs matches.
Due to increased competition for personnel, some employers think that in the future the roles will
be more determined by what potential employees want to do than by companies’ recruiting
interests and needs. Thus, employers would have to adapt their job description to be less about
the skills the company needs and more towards what attracts desirable candidates to the role they
want in a company. In addition, job-boards will move towards a business model like the one used
by Trip Advisor whereby prospective candidates will start looking for employees’ or ex-employees’
experiences with a particular employer to find their ‘preferred’ employers. It is common knowledge
that in certain economic sectors (such as the iGaming industry), employees are offered additional
work benefits apart from a competitive salary. Such work benefits (especially those relating to
flexible working conditions and/or improved work-life-balance conditions) will be demanded by
prospective job seekers in other economic sectors, especially those with a large revenue turnover.
Some portals are already scraping for jobs from other job portals; this is expected to increase when
the existing technology is refined to offer jobs that match job seekers’ ideal job (in terms of
competencies, working conditions, etc.). Some employers are also envisaging increased video
content, rather than using only written job descriptions. This move is being supported by the fact
that people are now reading job descriptions on their phones, and thus having a short video about
their role in the company and why the company would want such a candidate to come on board,
would be more appealing. However, this phenomenon is only expected to potentially replace job
descriptions in the long term.
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4.Use OJVs in Recruitment and Job Search

4.1.

Use of OJVs in the Recruitment of Labour

The most common recruitment channel used nowadays by employers is through the Internet
whereby vacancy adverts are created on job-boards managed by Private Recruitment Agencies
(PREAs) or Jobsplus (the Malta PES). Few employers still resort to printed media (newspapers) or
other recruitment channels. The employers’ choice of which job-boards to use depends mainly on
the expected return on investment and the target audience. Whilst adverts through company
websites or the PES job-board are usually free of charge, advertising through PREAs, Facebook or
LinkedIn requires payment.

4.2.

Use of OJVs in Job-search

Over the past two decades, as the Internet has become a key economic driver, ICT has become
both a critical infrastructure and an enabling tool. Figures 11 to 13 show the increased use in
searching and applying for jobs online (mainly by students, jobseekers and individuals with higher
formal educational level). Malta tends to exceed the EU-28 average.
Figure 11: Internet use: job search or sending an application, all individuals (in %)
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Source: EUROSTAT ICT Survey of Households and Individuals [isoc_ci_ac_i] (downloaded on 11 January
2017).

Figure 12: Internet use: job search or sending an application in Malta by level of formal education (in %)
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2017).

Figure 13: Internet use: job search or sending an application in Malta by labour market
groups (in %)
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Source: EUROSTAT ICT Survey of Households and Individuals - internet activities [isoc_ci_ac_i] (downloaded on 11 January 2017).
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4.3.
Expected Trends in the Use of OJVs in Recruitment and
Job-search
The strategic push towards digitalisation by the government is now bearing fruit, as both employers
and recruitment agencies have already made extensive use of this technology in order to attract
ideal candidates for their vacant positions and to speed up the recruitment time lag. In this regard,
as illustrated in Figure 14, local enterprises have even surpassed the EU-28 average in using their
websites for OJVs and/or for accepting online job applications. Enterprises have even increased
their use of social media as recruitment channels to attract prospective candidates. As Figure 15
shows, Maltese employers tend to use social media platforms much more than the average
enterprise in the EU-28; this upward trend is expected to continue. Digitalisation also helps
increase the visibility for small recruitment agencies that offer services to niche or specialised
markets; on example is a job-portal specifically for mothers (https://www.jobsformumsmalta.com/).

Figure 14: Enterprises where the website provided advertisement of open job positions
or online job application; all enterprises (%)
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Source: EUROSTAT ICT survey of Households and Individuals [isoc_ciweb] (downloaded on 19 January
2017).
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Figure 15: Use of social media to recruit employees; by size of enterprise (in %)

Source: EUROSTAT ICT survey of Households and Individuals [isoc_cismp] (downloaded on 19 January
2017).

The traditional use of recruitment channels such as print media and “word of mouth” has been
decreasing rapidly, although they are still used by small and micro enterprises, according to the
Malta Chamber of Commerce expert. The majority of employers, however, decide whether to place
their vacancy advert online based on their estimated return on investment.
Over the past three years, the labour market activity in Malta has been high and unemployment
has dropped drastically33, pushing the PES to focus on job movers rather than exclusively on the
unemployed. The labour turnover by economic sector over the past three years indicates in which
economic sectors the most vacancies have been generated (see Figure 16).

33

Registering unemployed in Malta dropped from 3.7% in 2014 to 1.6% in 2017 according to the NSO’s Labour Force
information releases (https://nso.gov.mt/en/News_Releases/View_by_Unit/Unit_C2/Labour_Market_Statistics/Pages/RegisteredUnemployed.aspx).
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Figure 16: Labour turnover34 by economic sector (in %)
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Source: Jobsplus data on employment levels and termination forms received pertaining to year of activity
2014 till 2016.

Even employers with in-house recruitment teams usually also make use of the PES or PREAs for
some vacant positions. They will make use of PES resources, since those are provided for free,
and if they need a further outreach, they will resort to newspapers or PREAs, depending on the
cost. Employers can also make use of recruitment drives offered by the PES or PREA to promote
their company and their vacancies. Educational institutions conduct career fairs for employers to
show recent graduates or individuals who have left school what they can offer. The employers use
these fairs as branding opportunities, to attract candidates for their vacant positions and
sometimes even to hunt for promising candidates (by offering scholarships, internships or
temporary work). The latter is particularly common for accounting or auditing jobs and for ICT
related jobs.
PREAs approach to job matching, based on matching the employers’ requirements with of the job
seekers’ skills and competencies, is something of the past. Successful PREAs are aware that
employers are seeking good value for their money, and in order to keep their customer base,
PREAs are trying harder to understand their job seekers to make the best match possible. PREAs
are not only considering experience, qualifications, competencies and personality, but also ‘cultural
fit’. The latter concept is not listed in the job vacancy, but it is a very important factor (if not a
determining one, after the salary factor) for making the best match and ensuring employee
retention. PREAs are therefore making it their business to understand the cultural and working
environment of employers in order to determine whether prospective candidates would fit well in
the company.

34

The estimation of labour turnover is based on the number of termination forms received from employers within a particular economic sector divided by the average employment level within the respective economic sector. PES data for
2014 till 2016 was used for this calculation.
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Job seekers are seeking jobs on social media (Facebook, LinkedIn), particular corporate websites
in the iGaming, financial, insurance and pharmaceutical sector, and job-boards of recruitment
agencies and the PES. The first choice among job seekers is generally the cheapest and fastest
method, so many begin their search by looking at vacancies available on portals that offer easy
search functions. The majority of job-boards in Malta all offer search functions by job title, job type,
industry, region, location and (in some instances) salary level. The most important feature
jobseekers look for in job-boards is “user experience”. In fact, during the expert interviews with
employers, recruitment agencies and PES, all of them mentioned the importance of giving the user
(job seeker and/or employer) a good experience when using their website or job-board. Otherwise,
jobseekers will switch to friendlier job-boards or complain heavily about their search issues.
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5.Identifying Online Job-portals for Web-crawling

5.1.

Documentation of the Job-portal Research Process
5.1.1. Identifying the Online Job-portals Through Google Search

The following grid shows the searches conducted on Google. While we did include one search in
the Maltese language, it did not provide a relevant results, because nearly all employers publish
their vacancies in English35.
Table 2: Grid indicating Google search for job-portals
Search term “job vacancies”
Search 1
Number of results per search term

24,700,000

Search term “Malta jobs”
Search 2
Number of results per search term

25,300,000

Search term “vacancies in Malta”
Search 3
Number of results per search term

678,000

Search term “xogħol vakanti f'Malta”

means “Job Vacancies in Malta”

Number of results per search term

3,720 (unrelated titles)

Search 4

Search term “part time jobs Malta”
Search 5
Number of results per search term

2,600,000

Search term “full time jobs Malta”
Search 6
Number of results per search term

2,720,000

Source: Camilleri (2017).

The six top ranking job-boards listed in the first pages of the first two Google searches are shown
in Table 3.

35

In Malta both Maltese and English are official languages and hence known by all Maltese nationals.
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Table 3: Top ranking job-boards in Malta ranked by OJV volume
Job-Portal

Web link

OJV volume

Maltapark

http://www.maltapark.com/jobs/jobs.aspx

969

Keep Me Posted

http://keepmeposted.com.mt/

939

Jobsplus

https://jobsplus.gov.mt

644

Jobs in Malta

https://jobsinmalta.com/

507

Konnekt

https://www.konnekt.com/

311

Vacancy Centre

https://www.vacancycentre.com/

251

Source: Data collated from respective job-boards as on 19 May 2017 and ranking is based on number of active OJVs as on this date.

The first four job-boards listed in Table 3 were also the ones mentioned during the expert
interviews. During the interview with one of the recruitment agencies which administers both their
own PREA website (Konnekt) as well as a separate job-board (Jobs in Malta), they listed jobportals in a similar rank to that found in Table 336.
These top four portals are the most popular and the most widely used by employers:
• “Maltapark” started off as a site facilitating online consumer-to-consumer and business-toconsumer sales, and around mid-2016 it launched a job-board module. Job adverts can be
listed for EUR 10 each –one-ninth of the cost charged by recruitment agencies – for an
OJV 30 days (unless relisted). There are no restrictions on the text and there is no
oversight of adherence to legal provisions banning discrimination or minimum wage.
• “Keep Me Posted” is a primary job-board. OJVs cost EUR 90 per vacancy advertised
(discounts exist if pre-paying for future OJVs). This offer includes distribution on a local
newspaper online portal, a social media portal and mailing to targeted job seekers. It is a
very popular site with both employers and jobseekers.
• “Jobsplus”, the PES job-board has become quite popular with employers since its relaunch in July 2016 (which included an upgrade in the website and online services), since it
now also offers instant matching through an online job matching engine.
For the Scraping Activity, we suggest also including some other types of portals:
• Specialised portals for particular economic sectors;
• Secondary sites, i.e. sites that do already a scraping activity of their own to collect
information on available jobs in Malta; and
• Other sites pertaining to newspaper companies.
The suggested list is included in Table 4 below.

36

The ranking provided by the PREA expert was validated by the Malta ICE through the volume of job vacancies
advertised on each portal on 19 May 2017.
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Table 4: Other job-boards in Malta
Job-Portal

Web link

OJV
volume

Career Jet37

http://www.careerjet.com.mt/

Bettson Group

http://www.betssongroup.com/jobs

121

Times of Malta

https://www.timesofmalta.com/classifieds/situationsvacant

102

Malta Job Port

https://maltajobport.com/

21

5,203

Type of
operator
Secondary
job-search
portal
Company
website
National
newspaper
Job search
portal

Source: Camilleri (2017).

There are several differences between these job-portals, in terms of: how jobs are advertised, their
respective target groups and services offered to employers and job seekers. In the majority of
cases, due to the small size of Malta, jobs are advertised nationwide and job-boards cater to all
economic sectors. Unless stated otherwise, by default, all jobs are permanent and on a full-time
basis. The following grid provides additional information on the top ranking job-boards in Malta:
Table 5: Description of top ranking job-boards in Malta
Job-board

Type of Operator

Criteria to advertise

Semi-structured:
using
basic fields for region,
type of job, educational
level and job title. All
information
is
then
presented as text. No
filtering for discriminatory
Job-board
was
factors or language used.
launched around midAnyone
can
type
2016.
whatever one wants.
Started off as a site
facilitating
online
consumer-to-consumer
and
business-toconsumer sales.

Primary Job-board

37

Languag
e Used

Maltese
and
English
(Any
language
,
no
filters)

Semi-structured:
using
basic fields for job English
description,
main
requirements and skills.

Business
Model
€10
for
classified
listings.
(OJV is kept
open for a
maximum of
30
days
unless
renewed)

Advertising
against a fee
(OJV has a
closing date
as expiry)

Careerjet is a job search engine designed to make the process of finding a job on the internet easier for the user. It
maps the huge selection of job offerings available on the internet in one extensive database by referencing job
listings originating from job-boards, recruitment agency websites and large specialist recruitment sites.
Using a fast and straightforward interface, users can query this database and save themselves the trouble of visiting
each site individually. The job offerings themselves are not hosted by Careerjet and users are always redirected to
the original job listing. Essentially, Careerjet acts as traffic driver to those sites. Careerjet's job search engine network
encompasses over 90 countries, featuring separate interfaces that are translated into 28 languages.
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Public
Service

Employment

Structured fields to build
OJV. OJV are vetted prior
to publication: check on
minimum wage offer (no
commission basis), nondiscriminatory wording, and
proper use of wording. Data
uploaded on EURES portal
as well.

Primary Job-board

Structured fields to build
OJV:
job
description,
education and experience,
skills required and sector.

Private
Agency

Structured fields to build
OJV: job description, job
type, employment level,
employer industry, and
salary. Style of advert is
based on preferred style
used by recruiter. Employer
can advertise anything as
long as it is comfortable for
PREA. No discrimination.

Recruitment

Specialised
Private
Recruitment Agency; HR
Training and Consultancy
services
Focuses
on
four
economic sectors only:
Financial Services; Legal
& Compliance; Gaming,
IT
&
Engineering;
Administration, Sales &
Marketing.

Semi-structured:
using
basic fields for type of
organisation, job function,
requirements, salary and
other information.

Free listings
English

(active for 15
days
unless
closed before or
extended
by
employer)

Advertising
against a fee
English

(Based on an
expiry date set
by employer)

Advertising
against a fee
English

(Based on an
expiry date set
by employer)

Advertising
against a fee
English

(Based on an
expiry date set
by employer)

Source: Camilleri (2017).
All job portals selected for the Scraping activity are the top portals used by employers and
jobseekers in the Maltese islands. With the exception of the PES portal, all other portals carry a
premium charge (ranging from €10 to €95 per vacancy) to advertise on their websites since they
pertain to private recruitment agencies or belong to a private company. However, all information is
provided free of charge to jobseekers who browse and apply for any vacancy.
The main concern with the scraping activity for some of the websites is that they are text based,
unstructured or semi-structured and vary in length and content (in particular the Maltapark jobboard). Sometimes even within the same job-board, different recruiters have different styles of
writing and opt to use different formats even for the same sector. This lack of conformity in using
standard templates will offer a challenge to the scraping activity. So far, the PES portal seems to
be the most structured one, although it might present some difficulties as well due to the various
fields that exist within each of the six sections of the OJV. One advantage of OJV’s in Malta is that
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the majority are drafted in English, although detailed information on particular occupations (such as
those in finance and ICT) may be contained in an attached PDF document (i.e. not part of the main
OJV text).

5.1.2. Identifying the Online Job-portals Through Expert Interviews
During the expert interviews, only the PES and PREA officials could identify which job-boards are
most used by employers. However, when it comes to the identification of which of these job-boards
could be central for web-crawling activities, they did not feel comfortable commenting. In addition,
from the discussions held with these experts, it was noted that they were concerned about the
traffic that might be generated on their respective website during the crawling activity.

5.1.3. Validating the Selection of Online Job-portals
The identified top ranking job-boards for Malta (see Figure 9) were confirmed by both PREA and
PES experts.

5.2.
Conditions for Drafting and Posting OJVs in the Selected
Job-portals
5.2.1. Drafting and Posting an OJV on the PES Online Job-portal
Jobsplus38 hosts the job-board of Malta’s Public Employment Service.
Both employers and job seekers have to create a profile prior to obtaining full access to the online
services and the job matching engine. For job seekers, access to view job vacancies does not
require logging in.
Workflow of Posting an OJV:
• In order for employers to submit vacancies to PES, they need to have a registered account.
This can be done by filling out an online registration form with basic information; PES
officials then validate and grant access. Each employer can only have one account,
although access to this account can be made available to multiple administrators.
• Once an account is granted by the PES, employers can log in and access their dashboard.
The employer dashboard provides a platform for creating the OJV and to accessing other
online services.
• Employers have six fields they need to fill in to create an OJV. Once each field is selected,
the Match-meter will start changing, since it is instantly matching the OJV criteria with
available candidates’ CV profiles and indicating the number of candidates matched so far.
The six fields are as follows:
1. General information: This section deals specifically with the Job Nature, Job Type and
Job Schedule that the prospective candidate will need to operate in. All three subfields
are mandatory.
2. Occupations refers to the particular job(s) required by the employer together with the
relevant experience of potential candidates.
3. Competencies: A minimum of two competencies must be selected for each job.
- A competency is defined as the ability to do something successfully and efficiently. The competency manager lists the competencies already selected from
38

https://jobsplus.gov.mt.
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•

•
•

the ‘Occupations’ menu and allows the user to search and add other individual
competencies from a list of 10,000 competencies.
- The user can add as many competencies as required, and can indicate whether
or not the competency is mandatory for the job sought for by simply toggling the
On-Off switch
- If competencies have already been selected, one can simply press the nonmandatory ‘X’ sign to mandatory (green tick) by clicking on the ‘X’ sign.
- If a competency is marked as mandatory, candidates not possessing such a
competency will be filtered out from the match results. Conversely, if all are kept
as non-mandatory (i.e. a nice-to-have option), candidates having such competencies will be scored depending on the number of competencies they possess.
4. Driving licenses: This section allows the employer to access a list of available driving
licenses. One can search and select the required licence(s) depending on the job
vacancy requirements.
5. Job skills: From this section, the employer can select skills that are required for the
vacancy. These generic skills do not pertain to any particular job (such as
competencies) but are common and/or are requested by employers for most jobs (in
particular for those which are unskilled). One can find here three separate lists: “basic
skills”, “job skills” and “personal skills”. The employer can search and select the
required skills.
6. Education and language profiles: Here the employer can select the desired
educational level and language requirements (if any) for the required job. The employer
has the option to choose from three educational levels. These three levels
are not mutually exclusive. Thus the employer can select any one of them to determine
the education level required for the vacant position. These include:
- ISCED level obtained – this is the most generic level available. The employer
needs to choose whether to select candidates having a level higher or lower
than the selected level. By default “OR LOWER” is selected.
- Type of Qualification – here the employer can specify the qualification level required (ranging from Knowledgeable to Graduate) and the quantity of certifications required at such level (such as: any 5 ‘O’ Levels).
- Qualifications – this is the most detailed level, as the employer can select the
specific qualification by name. The employer has the option to select whether to
search by: “Academic Area of Study”; “Area of Specialisation”; or “Educational
Qualification”.
Once the vacancy profile is completed and the necessary tweaking of the vacancy variables is finalised, the employer is able to select the “View Candidates” option to view the
matching candidates.
At this stage the employer decides whether to focus on the selected candidates or else
whether to increase the search and publish the OJV.
If the vacancy profile of the employer has been completed and no candidates were
matched (or not enough candidates were matched), then the employer has the option to
“Publish” such a vacancy on the Jobsplus website or at its Job Centres. Whilst all the information inputted in the vacancy profile is still saved, the employer is required to provide
additional information for publication purposes. Once all the information is sent for publishing, Jobsplus will vet the contents and publish it accordingly.

Characteristics of the OJV template: Employers who decide to publish their OJV on the PES
portal need to provide the following information (unless not already saved from the instant
matching process):
• Vacancy title: this includes the job title of the vacancy (mandatory);
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Brief description: here one gives a brief description of what the competencies the job entails (mandatory);
Detailed description: here the employer can write in more detail what the job entails (voluntary, no word limit);
Remarks: here the employer can enter additional remarks like for instance whether a performance bonus is provided, training provision, etc.;
Promote within EU: this is an on-off button which the employer can select to get additional
assistance from the EURES team within the PES to further promote the job vacancy;
Transport provided: this is an on-off button which the employer selects to show prospective candidates whether transport is provided to and from work;
Start date: the employer can specify when the vacancy needs to be published. Employer is
warned that vacancy automatically expires after seven days (if not extended) (mandatory);
New/replacement positions: here the employer should indicate whether the advertised
vacancy was already advertised or not in the previous quarter. Employer should state
whether the OJV is a new position or a replacement one. These two fields are mandatory
as well.
Minimum/maximum salary: Here the employer should give a range of the salary offered.
These are mandatory fields.
Salary schedule: Employer should select from a list which indicate when salary is paid
(per day, per week, etc.) This is a mandatory field.
Hours per week: Here the employer inputs the number of hours that the candidate is expected to work per week.
Locality: Here the employer declares where the job is going to be located (a list of localities in Malta and Gozo are listed). This is a mandatory field.
The “Contact info” section simply lists the contact details of the employer:
- Name (mandatory);
- Designation;
- Email address;
- Mobile number;
- Telephone number;
- Fax;
- Language (Maltese/English).

Once information is finalised and submitted, the PES staff will check and validate the information
provided before publishing it on the portal. All vacancies published on the PES portal are uploaded
on the EURES portal as well.

5.2.2. Drafting and Posting an OJV on a Private Online Job-portal
The process of posting an OJV in the first two private portals identified in Table 3 will be explained
below in as much detail as possible, based on: (a) the workflow of drafting an OJV, (b) the
characteristics of the OJV template and (c) the workflow of posting an OJV.
MaltaPark39 started off as a site facilitating online consumer-to-consumer and business-toconsumer sales through free listings (although adverts scrolling on portal carry an advertising
cost). Then in mid-2016 it started offering a space to advertise jobs.
Workflow of drafting an OJV:
• One can search jobs on the portal by economic sector or select to browse all.
39

http://www.maltapark.com/jobs/jobs.aspx.
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•

In order to “Add a listing” on the portal, one needs to sign in or create an account. Signing
up is free of charge
Once logged in, by pressing “Add Listing” on the top right corner of the portal, one can add
any listing from the available five categories: Classified & Buy Now, Cars & Parts, Property,
Jobs, Events.
Once the “Jobs” section is selected, a payment gateway system is triggered. The site
charges EUR 10 per posting.
In the “Category” section, one can select from a list of 57 industry sectors/job titles. There
seems to be no standardised coding system. The list is based on the most popular jobs or
sectors listed in website.
The employer can proceed to input the details of the OJV.

The characteristics of the OJV template:
• In order to access the OJV fields one has to pay the premium first.
• Since such a payment was not done for the purposes of this project, one may only infer
what the fields might hold by observing published vacancies:
- Mandatory text fields include Occupation name and Name of Employer.
- Text boxes for “Job Details” and “Qualifications/Experience”. One here can write
anything one desires. No filters or restrictions.
- Structured or Word limited fields for: “Job type”, “Salary”, “Telephone”, “Applications”, “Closing date”.
- Automatically generated fields include: “Added On”, “Maltapark Job Ref” and “Employer Ref” (the latter is based on the logged in account).
Any listing is open and limited for 30 days unless relisted (probably against payment).
KeepMePosted40 is a proper job-board with the aim of covering any job vacancy from any
economic sector and then to direct it to those jobseekers interested in jobs in such economic
sectors.
Workflow of Drafting an OJV:
• Employers interested in posting an OJV have to contact the job-board sales team at
sales@keepmeposted.com.mt in order to create an account.
• Employers are asked to select from four different payment packages to advertise their
OJVs. One credit (€90) is equal to one vacancy, which will be active for a maximum of one
month. If one expects to have five or more vacancies in any particular year, then they can
select the other packages with more credits (at discounted prices).
• Once payment is received, someone from the sales team will prepare a draft of the vacancy
to be published, and once validated again by the employer, the vacancy is published.
• The OJV gets exposure on the job-portal (Keepmeposted), on social media (LovinMalta),
on the online newspaper (Malta Today) and through mailshots targeting job seekers. If employers wish to have a further distribution of their vacancy on Facebook and LinkedIn, then
there is an additional charged of €25 per post.
The Characteristics of the OJV Template: Employers are then asked to fill in a template with the
details of their OJV and send it to the sales team. There are seven sections to be filled by the employer in order to have a complete vacancy for publication:
• Company name: Name of company or employer (as required to appear on the post) max.
25 characters (incl. spaces)
40

http://keepmeposted.com.mt/.
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Position name: The name of the position to advertise – max. 30 characters (incl. spaces)
Closing date of OJV: A field for entering the date the vacancy closes (maximum of 1
month).
Employment type: A field for stating whether the job is full or part time / shift basis / temporary, etc.
Salary range: Approximate salary being offered. (Note: any information entered in this section will not be displayed on the job post.)
Job Details: A field for entering the bulk of the info re the vacancy, eg: company profile, job
description and requirements, and/or remuneration package. (Note: remuneration package
info is not obligatory).
How to apply: A field for explaining the method of application – email / postal address, etc.

5.3.

Contacting the Online Job-portal Owners

The owners of all job portals selected for the Scraping activity were contacted I contacted by email
and the contact request was documented. However, no feedback has been received from anyone
so far.
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6.Format and Content of OJVs

6.1.

Legal/Regulatory Framework

Advertising vacant positions, whether in print or electronic format, by employers, PREAs or PES
has to closely follow the regulations concerning discrimination and the minimum wage. In fact,
during the expert interviews with both employers and PREAs, reference to the laws listed in
Section 3.1 were clearly cited.

6.2.

Content and Format of OJVs

With regard to OJV content, the most important aspect is how the text is formulated in order to
engage prospective candidates. According to both PREA and PES experts, it is difficult for
employers to conceptualise what they want in terms of job description and competencies, so
employers usually seek assistance from professional recruiters, who in turn need to understand
what the employer wants.
Interviewed PREA stated that, from experience, the adverts that attract and engage most job
candidates are the ones that are written in proper English containing between 100-700 words
(OJVs with more than 700 words receive few or no applications). In terms of content (whether
structured or not) it is important that the advert clearly lists the expected tasks and duties (rather
than just stating what type of candidate the employer wants); as well as the salary, which is usually
the single most important factor for attracting candidates.
PREAs recruitment officers are free to choose the structure or format of the advert, but they tend to
make choices reflective of the employer’s economic sector. For example, an advert for the financial
sector will tend to use more structured block-style text with a lot of skills and clear job duties;
however, an advert for the construction industry is usually simpler, more linear (as text) and lists
fewer skills. Employers operating in a very competitive environment (such as gaming or specialised
manufacturing companies) generally do not advertise the salary, since they have a number of
salary ranges and do not want to set expectations (or create tension with other employees).
Nevertheless, employers include other information about the selling points of the role and, if need
be, direct prospective candidates to visit the company’s website to check on standard benefits
offered to staff members (such as flexible hours, family friendly measures, free breakfasts, fruit
days, etc.). In addition, when trying to hire candidates from outside the country, the EURES
network is sometimes used, and there again certain basic information – such as training and
accommodation –must be stipulated in the OJV. The format of the OJV varies according to the
web-portal or job-board on which it is being advertised
Similarly, employers also expressed the importance of focussing more on the role the candidate
will be performing and the required competences to do the job rather than on personality traits.
Nevertheless, corporate values are listed in the hopes of attracting candidates who will be a good
fit. In terms of OJV structure, employers stated that this is usually dictated by mobile phone
optimisation, since it is important that OJVs are clearly readable from mobile devices (not only
tablets or desktops). If there is additional space on the OJV, some employers also prefer to have a
short description about their company, what it does and how it is growing. This is usually more
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prominent in newspaper adverts, where the words “due to company expansion” or “we are
growing” are prominently displayed (in capitals or in bold).
Advertising on the PES job-board is very structured, and employers are often assisted when filling
in all the required fields of the OJV. The PES strictly adheres to the legal obligations and will refuse
to publish any vacancy adverts that are not properly completed, have discriminatory wording, offer
a wage that is less than the national minimum wage or pay by commission. Employers making use
of the PES online services have the option to look for available job seekers (who have an active
profile with PES) with the assistance of a powerful job matching engine. This means that
sometimes employers directly contact job seekers through the system without issuing an OJV.
However, even if they find useful candidates to interview straight away, they still have the option to
make the vacancy public and available to everyone by publishing it on the PES job-board.In terms
of content, with the exception of company websites and a few PREAs, which offer specialised
recruitment for certain economic sectors (mainly in finance, insurance and ICT), all job-boards in
Malta advertise vacancies for any job in all economic sectors (i.e. nationwide).
Below are some of the most common components in OJVs, according to the employers, PREAs
and PES officials interviewed.
Region:

For job-search optimisation, certain job-boards offer regional segmentation41
based on the location of the employer. The PES portal offers both the region
and/or the actual location of the vacant position.

Contract duration: Most jobs are offered on an indefinite basis unless the OJV clearly states
that the job is offered on a finite contract (specifying the time frame) and/or
on a shift work basis.
Hours of work:

The number of standard working hours are usually not stipulated in the OJV
since they can generally be inferred based on the contract type –full- or parttime42. In reality, the number of hours per week varies by economic sector
depending on the wage regulation orders.

Salary:

The salary of the vacant post is usually indicated either as the gross annual
salary, as a range or simply as “negotiable based on qualifications and
experience”. Some employers do not include information about wages since
they do not want to set expectations for the new job candidates and would
not want to create any tension with their current employees. Conversely,
PREAs feel that salary is a determining and attractive factor in a vacancy
and thus usually ask employers to state it in the OJV. PES officials need to
have the salary declared by the employer (even if not disclosed on the OJV)
in order to ensure that the minimum thresholds established by law are
adhered to.

Job description:

This should include a detailed list of the tasks and duties the successful hire
will be expected to perform. Enough detail should be given to make the role
sound interesting and clear to the job applicant; this part usually engages
more applicants if written properly and concisely. There are instances in
which competencies are simply listed by employers to explain what the job
entails. The approach of PREAs is to ask the employer to provide a
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The Maltese archipelago is usually segmented into six regions which include: Northern harbour district, Southern
harbour district, Western district, Northern district, South Eastern district; Gozo and Comino.
In the majority of cases, the average hours worked is 40 hours per week full-time jobs and 20 hours per week for
part-time jobs.
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description of the tasks and duties that the prospective candidate is expected
to do in his/her first 100 days of employment (this has been proven to be a
successful technique). Conversely, in order to assist employers in building
their competencies list for the vacant position, the PES’s website provides
employers with a pre-established list of competencies for particular job titles
and even suggestions of whether such competencies need to be considered
mandatory or not. Mandatory competencies will act as filters and will exclude
job seekers that do not have such competencies. In addition, employer can
choose from an additional list of around 10,000 competencies if they do not
see them listed in the pre-established list provided.
Personal/Job skills: This part usually includes personality traits and attributes required to perform
the job. Employers usually include any specific language skills in this section.
In order to avoid discrimination, language skills are usually worded “fluency
in the language” or “excellent command of the language” to avoid indicating
preference for certain nationalities. Jobs that require contact with the general
public often require fluency in both Maltese and English. In the PES job
portal, when building the OJV, employers have a list of basic skills, job skills
and personal skills from which to choose43. One of the interviewed PREAs
stated that only salient skills suggested by employers are listed. In the past
they had a set of 112 behavioural competencies (such as assertiveness,
communication skills, etc.). Employers were provided with the list and
instructed to review it and choose around six competencies from the list.
Frequently employers did not choose any, since they felt that all of these
skills were important, so this list is no longer used.
A number of OJV use particular phrases to illustrate that they need to be
ready to do different tasks and be meticulous, responsive and flexible to the
challenging environment. Such phrases include:
• Able to work independently and to multitask;
• Attention to detail and able to identify and solve issues;
• Methodological and diligent;
• Flexible and responsive to challenges;
• Demonstrate flexible attitude towards working patterns;
• Flexible and ready to work with an ambitious team;
• Dynamic, driven, motivated and have a flair for sales.
Other factors:
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The majority of job vacancies state the minimum academic level or
qualification that the applicant should have for the advertised post. Some
OJVs state a generic level of education (“O” or “A” level standard, diploma or
degree); whilst others state the specific degree in which the job applicants
must be qualified or licensed. There are other jobs which, by law, require a
specific certification, license or warrant in order to operate, such as in the
catering sector and the legal and financial sectors. Other jobs require the
candidate to have special driving licenses (such as truck or trailer license,

Each of the selected skills by the employer are assigned with a weight which is then applied for matching purposes.
Depending on the type of match between all of the variables in the OJV and the job seeker’s online job profile, a
global score or rather a percentage match is established. The employer can then view and select those candidates
with the highest scores.
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fork lift operator, etc.). Although research shows that 46% of employers44
expect candidates to be trained or to already have the right skills, a number
of employers stipulate that on-the-job training or training offered both locally
and abroad will be offered to candidate(s) selected for the job.
Some employers do not include specific information about the benefits to be
offered, but rather, they direct prospective candidates to the company
website to read about the company, how the offices look, the location, etc.
An important factor when drafting an OJV is to write in proper English and to use wording which is
both non-discriminatory and gender-inclusive. Gender-inclusive language refers to the use of
words that simultaneously address both women and men. Headings, titles, designations and so on,
should be inclusive and/or neutral when it comes to gender and should opt for language that
indicates that the position is open to both male and female candidates, for example: instead of
‘barman’ an OJV should use words such as ‘bar staff’ or ‘bar attendants’. One should not use “he”
or “she” or “man” but rather the words “individual” or “person”. Adding a statement at the end of the
advert stating that one’s company is an equal opportunities employer is not enough. All wording used
must be appropriate. Some employers even refrain from using the word “young” or “youth” so as not
to appear to discriminate based on age.
Just as the language used in an advertisement must be gender-inclusive, so too must images and
illustrations showing people be representative of both genders. When readers see adverts, they
often associate the image (and thus the gender represented) with the opportunity. In order to assist
employers and advertisers, the National Commission for the Promotion of Equality (NCPE) has
issued a set of guidelines45. The NCPE screens all local newspapers and online media for any
discriminatory advertising. In addition, the NCPE also investigates issues brought to its attention by
the general public regarding discriminatory advertisements on websites, social media as well as on
shop windows. When the NCPE46 determines that an advertisement is discriminatory, they formally
contact the entities/companies in question to explain why the advert in question is discriminatory
and to suggest actions that need to be taken to make the advertisement inclusive.
There can be instances where, due to the intrinsic nature of the job/vacancy advertised, the
publisher or advertiser has no other choice but to specify that only a particular gender can be
considered for the job. These instances might include calls for an actress or an actor, models, reenactors or other where employing a male or female is crucial and unavoidable. However, when
publishing such advertisements, it is the employer’s duty to prove beyond doubt that such an
advertisement was published because of a genuine occupational requirement.
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Continuous Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) 2010 data, Reasons: People recruited with the skills needed; The
existing skills and competencies of the persons employed corresponded to the current needs of the enterprise
[http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database].
NCPE, a public sector entity, has published guidelines on respecting equality principles in job advertising:
http://ncpe.gov.mt/en/Documents/Our_Publications_and_Resources/Resourses_and_Tools/Guidelines/inclusive_adv
ertising.pdf.
NCPE intervened in a number of discriminatory adverts during the past three years and recorded the following
number of cases: 83 (2014); 54 (2015) and 57 (2016),
http://ncpe.gov.mt/en/Pages/Our_Publications_and_Resources/NCPE_Annual_Reports.aspx.
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6.3.

Main Differences between the Public and Private Online
Job-portals

As identified in Section 5.2., the main differences between the PES and Private online job-portals
lie in the actual drafting of the vacancy and the characteristics or criteria required. For instance,
when creating a vacancy on the PES portal, one has to ensure that minimum legal requirements
are addressed (equality, non-discrimination, etc.) and that the OJV is very structured; the more
details listed in the vacancy, the better chances the employer has of finding a match among the
available jobseekers through instant matching. Also, PES vacancies are posted for a maximum 15
days unless extended by the employer. Advertising is always free of charge on the PES.
Private OJVs tend to have less rigid filters, they can have a semi- or unstructured format, fewer
characteristics are usually listed for each OJV, and the OJV is stays active on the job-board for at
least 30 days. Advertising on job-portals carries a charge based on the number of vacancies
advertised during a particular period, and depending on the coverage required (whether on the jobboard only or on newspapers, social media and/or other mediums as well).

6.4.

Expected Trends in the Format and Content of OJVs

With respect to future developments of OJVs, interviewed experts do not envisage large changes,
except for the fact that everything will become more technology driven (especially instant matching
capabilities). Some employers also envisage an increase in video content in their OJVs, which is
considered more appealing than only using written job descriptions. People are now reading OJVs
on mobile devices, and thus having a short video about their role in the company and why the
company wants to hire such a candidate is expected to be more appealing; this phenomenon may
replace job descriptions in the long term.
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Expert Interviews
Name of organisation

Type of organisation

Expert’s position

Interview date

National Statistics Office

Government’s National
Statistical Office

Head of Unit and Director

11 May 2017

Private online job-portal
and recruitment agency

Provider of labour market
intermediation services

Managing Director

16 May 2017

Jobsplus

Public Employment Service

Manager Vacancies Profile Unit

17 May 2017

Department Manager ICT

17 May 2017

Unit Manager EURES

19 May 2017

Private company

I-Gaming company

HR Director

19 May 2017

Private company

Pharmaceutical
manufacturing company

HR Director

26 May 2017

Malta Chamber of
Commerce

Employers’ organisation

Head of Department

26 May 2017
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